ENVIROMUX-APP-ANDM
ENVIROMUX Application for Android Phone or Tablet
Operating Instruction
The ENVIROMUX-APP-ANDM (APP) is a custom NTI Android Application for connecting to ENVIROMUX-MICRO-T(RHP) to view real-time

sensor values and alert statuses of sensors/digital inputs/IP devices.

Features:


Display individual or group sensor values at a configurable scan rate – updated in real time.



Configure display options and sensor display scan time



Operating system required: Android 4.1 Jelly Bean (or later).



Compatible with ENVIROMUX- MICRO-T(RHP) (with firmware version 3.2 or later).

o

The APP supports an unlimited number of ENVIROMUX-MICRO units. However, it is necessary to configure the
APP to allow a minimum 3 second period for the polling rate for each connected ENVIROMUX-MICRO unit



The APP has 8 customizable dashboards. Customer can choose which ENVIROMUX-MICRO units and which sensors from
each to show on each dashboard.



The sensors can be edited and displayed in either summary mode or individual mode.



Alarms are reflected real time in the APP, and can be dismissed or acknowledged.



The ENVIROMUX-MICRO unit name, network settings and time settings can be configured in the APP.



A refresh button is available to synchronize data in the APP.



Access to the APP can be password protected.

Limitations:


Cannot add IP devices/cameras. (however the user can edit already connected IP devices/cameras)



Cannot set alert/smart alert. (however the user can dismiss or acknowledge existing alerts)



Cannot check logs.



Cannot change SNMP settings, email server settings or user settings



The "Web Server Type" (can be set in Administration -> Network) of the ENVIROMUX-MICRO unit has to be set to "HTTP".
HTTPS is not supported.

Installation
Copy the ENVIROMUX-APP-ANDM to your Android tablet or phone from your PC. (If your Android phone or tablet has email setup,
save the file emailed to you (app-andm-v1-0.apk) directly to your download folder and install it from there. However you get it to your
tablet or phone, navigate to the file and install it. After installation you will have an application called “ENVIROMUX” in your list of
programs.
In order to connect to ENVIROMUX-MICRO-T(RHP) units, your Android device must be on the same subnet as the ENVIROMUX
units. The "Web Server Type" (can be set in Administration -> Network) of the ENVIROMUX-MICRO unit must be set to "HTTP". HTTPS is not
supported.

Note: Your Android device can connect to the ENVIROMUX-MICRO-T(RHP) units even if it is on a different subnet provided
your gateway/router is configured properly to allow it. To configure this, you will need to contact your network administrator
for assistance.
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Configure the APP
1. Open the NTI “ENVIROMUX” application on the tablet (or Droid phone).
placed on the home screen for quick access.

In the image below (next page), a shortcut to it has been

1. Open the application

Tablet home screen

Click to open program
menu

The program will open to a list of 8 dashboards. At the top of the page is an icon for the program menu. Click on it to be presented
with the following options:
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Enable Lock- Opens a window where a 4-character password can be entered and then will be required to open the APP. If used,
the user will be prompted to enter it again to confirm. Once confirmed, the menu selection changes to “Disable Lock”, and
requires that the password be entered in order to disable it.

If the password is lost of forgotten, to
clear it, go to the application
maintenance section of your device.
Select “CLEAR DATA”.
Note: This will erase all settings and all
IPs for ENVIROMUX-MICROs being
monitored.

Check Updates- checks for availability of a new software version
Alerts- Click to quickly see what alerts are being reported for the units being monitored by the APP
If there is an alert, the user has the option
to Acknowledge or Dismiss the alert.
If the user acknowledges the alert, no additional alert
messages will be sent during that alert status cycle.

If the user dismisses the alert, another alert message will be
sent once the “notify again after” time (designated on the
configuration page of the ENVIROMUX sensor) elapses.

Refresh- Performs a quick refresh of all monitored ENVIROMUX-MICROs to make sure all reported data is current
About- Display a screen with information about the APP and a link to the APP on the NTI website.
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2. Select a dashboard to bring up the status screen.

Refresh Icon

3. Initially, since no ENVIROMUX-MICROs are configured, you will have the message “No Devices Enabled”.
Select the Settings icon to bring up the configuration screen for the dashboard.

Settings Icon

To go back to
the dashboard
list, click on
either arrow
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On the setting screen you can enter the following parameters:
Dashboard Name
Poll Device Rate

Scan Rate

Display Type

Sensor Selection

Any preferred name to be displayed
The time in seconds between each time the tablet will poll the ENVIROMUXMICRO units for a sensor reading update. Enter the desired value.
Note: Allow at least 3 seconds per ENVIROMUX for the units that are being
polled by that dashboard. Example. If 20 ENVIROMUX-MICRO units are
enabled for a dashboard, set the Poll Device Rate at a minimum of 60.
The time in seconds that the tablet will dwell on each displayed sensor status
before displaying the next sensor status. Enter the desired value.
(Enter 0 to disable scanning)
Sensor Summary -Display a summary of all sensors being monitored from all
connected devices, or
Individual Sensor- the data from individual sensors, one at a time
All Sensors- Display all connected sensors for a monitored ENVIROMUX, or
Selected Sensor- just the sensors selected in the configuration for the
monitored ENVIROMUX (see “Select/Edit Sensors”)

When finished making changes, click on “Save”.
4. To add ENVIROMUX-MICROs to be monitored, touch the “+” symbol.

Add Devices
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In the screen that appears, enter the I.P. address of an ENVIROMUX-MICRO unit connected to the same subnet the tablet is
connected to (unless your network is configured to work across subnets). Then enter the Username and Password to get access to
the ENVIROMUX-MICRO.
Note: If you don’t have a username and password for accessing the ENVIROMUX-MICRO though your web browser, then
you won’t be able to access it through the APP either.

To toggle between
viewing the
characters of the
password, and
having them
hidden, click on
the eye.

Slide right to
enable

5. If you want to enable that dashboard to connect to and monitor the sensors for the selected ENVIROMUX, slide the “Enable” button
to the right. The button will change from gray to teal blue.

If you have numerous ENVIROMUXs configured to be monitored, but only want to view specific units from a particular dashboard, then
the units not enabled to be viewed will be listed if you click on “VIEW DISABLED DEVICES”.
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In this screen (below), if you slide the switch to the right, and go back to the previous screen, that unit will now be listed for those
ENVIROMUX-MICROs being monitored.

Settings

6. With the ENVIROMUX-MICROs listed to be monitored, select the Settings icon.
Under settings you will be able to change the name as it is viewed in the APP. (See next page)
You can also change the network settings and the time settings of the ENVIROMUX.
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7. At the bottom of this page you can click on Select/Edit Sensors to bring up a list of sensors connected to that ENVIROMUX.

Bring up sensors list
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By placing a checkmark in the box for a sensor, you will be choosing which sensors will be displayed when the APP is set to display
type “Selected Sensor”.

Click on the settings icon to bring up a screen with configuration options you have.
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8. From the sensor settings page, you can:
1) rename the sensor (as viewed in the APP)
2) Change the units (Temperature sensors only) from Fahrenheit to Celsius
3) Change the frequency at which reading will be added to a graph provided with the sensor status reported (Temperature and
Humidity sensors only)
4) Enable or disable the recording of graphing data. (Temperature and Humidity sensors only)

If IP devices are monitored by the connected ENVIROMUX-MICRO, then you will have the option of changing the name, the IP
address of the device, and the rate at which that device is being monitored.

Once settings have been changed, be sure to press “Save”.
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Using the APP
With the APP configured in the fashion you wish to use it, a variety of viewing styles are available to you.
If you have Sensor Selection (page 5) is set to All Sensors, and display type Sensor Summary, then when you are at a dashboard
and select “VIEW DASHBOARD X SENSORS”, you will be presented with a summary of the data for all sensors being monitored by
the devices in that dashboard.

This part of the
label will be up
to you (page 5)

The summary will scroll, unless you touch it to stop the scrolling. Touch again to resume scrolling.
If Sensor Selection is set to Selected Sensors, then only the sensors you have checked (page 9) will be listed.
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If you have selected display type Selected Sensor, then when you are at a dashboard and select “VIEW DASHBOARD X
SENSORS”, you will be presented with data from individual sensors, with the option to swipe the screen to view the next piece of
data or next sensor. If the scan rate (page 5) is set above 0, the screen will automatically advance by itself using the time period you
have set.
If you have configured a sensor to provide graphs (for those that are applicable), then the second screen presented for a sensor will
be graph data of readings taken over time.

If the sensor is just a contact sensor, then the status will be Open or Closed.
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If IP cameras are configured to be monitored, you will be presented with the view from those cameras.
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